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Abstract—In this paper, we propose robust nonlinear force con-
trollers for a switched-reluctance-motor (SRM) electromechanical
brake system which is a promising replacement for hydraulic
brakes in the automotive industry. A torque-level control law is
first designed using robust backstepping. The backstepping pro-
ceeds via the force and the velocity states. The voltage-level control
laws are obtained from the virtual control law for the torque
using either an additional step of backstepping incorporating a
novel voltage-commutation scheme or a torque-ripple-minimizing
algorithm based on a design of turn-on/turn-off angles and torque
factors. The controllers do not require knowledge of the motor
mechanical parameters and the functional forms of the relation-
ships among the motor position, the brake force, and the motor
load torque. A detailed model of the motor including current-de-
pendent inductance coefficients is used. The load exerted on the
motor by the caliper may be modeled as a spring; however, the
actual load model is taken to be an unknown nonlinear function
of position to allow for uncertainties in the model. Hence, the
developed controllers work for a wide variety of loads including
brake systems. Moreover, the controllers provide significant ro-
bustness to uncertainty in the inductances and address practical
current and voltage constraints. The performance of the proposed
controllers is demonstrated through both simulation and experi-
mental studies.

Index Terms—Braking, electromechanical brake, force control,
road vehicles, switched reluctance motor (SRM).

I. INTRODUCTION

C ONSIDERATIONS of safety, comfort, and fuel efficiency
have encouraged the development of “by-wire” mecha-

nisms [1] in the automotive industry over recent years; the ulti-
mate goal of which is to enable any driver to be as “skillful” in
maneuvering and stabilizing the car as a professional driver. One
such system is the electromechanical brake system [2]–[4] used
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Fig. 1. Brake systems in an automobile (from [1]).

to replace hydraulic brakes. Brake systems in an automobile are
shown in Fig. 1. A cross section of a brake system showing the
motor and the caliper is shown in Fig. 2. The driver’s foot pres-
sure measured by a sensor on the brake pedal is communicated
to microcontrollers that relay the signal to the electromechan-
ical brake actuators situated at each wheel. The brake actuators
then apply the required pressure at the brake pads to smoothly
control the car’s speed. This is in contrast to a conventional car
in which a hydraulic system would directly respond to pres-
sure on the brake pedal to apply pressure to the brake pads.
A popular actuator used in brake systems and other electric-
vehicle applications is the switched reluctance motor (SRM)
[5]–[7]. Considerable effort on design [8]–[10] and modeling
[11]–[16] of SRMs has been reported in the literature. Position
and speed control of SRMs has been considered in [17]–[25]. A
torque-ripple controller using iterative learning was designed in
[26]. A torque-ripple controller based on an outer loop PI speed
controller and an inner loop fuzzy-logic direct-drive controller
with current chopping was proposed in [27]. A neural-network-
based torque controller was designed in [28] while a force con-
troller based on numerically inverting the torque–current rela-
tion using a look-up table was proposed in [29]. The problem of
determining optimal turn-on and turn-off firing angles for max-
imizing efficiency in single-pulse-controlled SRM drives was
addressed in [30]. Modeling and control of radial force in an
SRM were considered in [31]. A sliding-mode observer for po-
sition and speed estimation in SRM drives was proposed in [32].

In this paper, we develop new robust nonlinear force con-
trollers for an SRM-based electromechanical brake system
(Fig. 3). We utilize a detailed model of the motor, including
current dependence of the inductance coefficients. The load is
taken to be an unknown nonlinear function of position. The
modeling and problem statement are contained inSection II.
The controller design is provided in Section III. A robust-back-
stepping [33] design is used to create a desired torque command
from which voltage-level control laws are obtained using ei-
ther another step of robust backstepping based on a novel
voltage-commutation scheme or a torque-ripple-minimizing
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Fig. 2. Cross section of a brake system (from [2]).

Fig. 3. Block diagram of clamping-force controller in an electromechanical
brake system.

algorithm based on a design of turn-on/turn-off angles and
torque factors. The controllers do not require knowledge of the
motor mechanical parameters and the functional forms of the
relationships among motor position, brake force, and motor
load torque. Moreover, the controllers provide significant ro-
bustness to uncertainty in inductances. The experimental setup
at the Mechatronics Laboratory of The Ohio State University
is described in Section IV. The performance and robustness of
the proposed controllers are demonstrated through simulation
and experimental studies in Sections V and VI, respectively.

II. MODELING AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

The dynamic model [11]–[16], [24] of an SRM-based electro-
mechanical system can be written in terms of the SRM mechan-
ical dynamics, the SRM electrical dynamics, and the brake char-
acteristics, as described further in this section. The SRM me-
chanical dynamics are given by

(1)

where is the rotational inertia of the motor, is the viscous
friction coefficient, is the motor position, is the velocity,

is the load torque, and is the generated electromechanical
torque. The total electromechanical torque is given by

(2)

where is the number of phases, is the torque contribution
of the th phase, and is the current in the th phase. The torque

is given by

(3)

where is the inductance associated with the th phase. The
phase inductance is, in general, nonlinear but periodic in

. Hence, it can be represented as a Fourier series in with
coefficients being functions of . Retaining, for instance, the
first three terms of the Fourier series expansion, we obtain

(4)

where is the number of rotor poles. Defining to be
the inductance at aligned position, to be the inductance at
the unaligned position,1 and to be the inductance at
the midway position (between aligned and unaligned)

(5)

Hence

(6)

The inductance coefficients and are modeled
as polynomial functions of the current

(7)

where is a nonnegative integer. With the inductance model
developed earlier, the torque expression given in (3) reduces to

(8)

where

(9)

The electrical dynamics of the SRM are given by

(10)

1Since the machine is unsaturated at the unaligned position, � is a constant
(independent of � ).
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where and are the voltage and flux, respectively, associ-
ated with the th phase and is the phase resistance. Using

, we obtain

(11)

Hence

(12)

From physical considerations, it is meaningful to assume that
the denominator in (12) is positive within the range of operation
of the motor, i.e.,

(13)

Using the inductance model (4)

(14)

where and
. The load torque seen by the motor is, in

general, a nonlinear function of the actuator force applied at
the brake. The dependence of load torque on actuator force and
the dependence of actuator force on motor mechanical variables
are governed by the mechanical coupling between the motor
and the load. In general, and are given by
and , where and are nonlinear functions.
Physically, it is meaningful to assume that is monotonic and
that the slope of the function is positive and bounded, i.e.,2

(15)

Furthermore, typically, is proportional to with the propor-
tionality constant being essentially the gear ratio of the coupling
between the motor shaft and the load. For generality, however,
we only require that

(16)

2Without loss of generality, we have assumed that � is monotonically in-
creasing.

where and are nonnegative constants.
The control objective is to make track a given reference

trajectory . Practically, it is reasonable to consider and
its first derivative to be bounded almost everywhere.

III. CONTROLLER DESIGN

The controller design proposed in this paper consists of two
parts. In the first part of the controller design (see Section III-A),
a desired torque signal is generated using robust backstepping.
In the second part of the controller design, voltage-level control
laws are obtained from the desired torque command using ei-
ther another step of robust backstepping (see Section III-B) or a
torque-ripple-minimizing algorithm (see Section III-C).

A. Robust-Backstepping-Based Design of Torque-Level
Control Law

In this section, a torque-level control law for the SRM brake
system is designed using robust backstepping. The backstepping
design proceeds by considering lower dimensional subsystems
and designing virtual control inputs (or equivalently, state trans-
formations). In the first step of backstepping, the 1-D system

is considered, and is regarded as the virtual
control input. Choosing would
result in practical tracking. However, since is not the actual
control input, the error between and the desired is formu-
lated as . In the second step of backstepping, the torque will
be regarded as the virtual control input and will be designed to
make small, i.e., to make converge to the virtual control
law and, hence, to make converge to . However, since

is also not the actual control input, the process should be re-
peated once more (see Section III-B) by introducing an error
which is the difference between and the desired . At the third
step of backstepping, the control inputs ap-
pear, and the control law that is designed at that step can be im-
plemented. Alternatively, the torque-level control law obtained
after the second step of backstepping can be converted into a
voltage-level control law using a torque-ripple-minimizing al-
gorithm (see Section III-C).

Step 1: Define a Lyapunov function where

(17)

is the force tracking error. Differentiating , we obtain

(18)

where

(19)

and is a design freedom. Using (15), (18) reduces to

(20)

Step 2: Defining a new Lyapunov function
, where is a design parameter,

we obtain
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(21)

where

(22)

where is a controller gain picked by the designer.

B. Robust-Backstepping-Based Design of Voltage-Level
Control Law

The torque-level control law obtained in Section III-A can be
converted into a voltage-level control law using a third step of
backstepping. To perform this step of backstepping, we need the
dynamics of the torque which can be derived using (8) as

(23)

(24)

where

(25)

(26)

The third and final step of backstepping is carried out using
the Lyapunov function , where is
a design freedom. Differentiating and using (21), we have

(27)

where, for notational convenience, we have introduced .
The control law will first be designed in terms of . The con-
trol laws in terms of the input voltages will then be obtained
through a commutation scheme. Designing

(28)

where is a design freedom, (27) reduces to

(29)
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(30)

From (30), it is seen that by picking , , , , and
appropriately, satisfies

(31)

where and is a constant indepen-
dent of the controller gains , , and . The proof of (31) fol-
lows by quadratic overbounding which is standard in the back-
stepping literature [24], [33] and is omitted here for brevity.
From (31), it follows that practical tracking is achieved, i.e., the
force tracking error can be regulated to an arbi-
trarily small compact set by picking , , and large enough.

To obtain control laws in terms of the input voltages
, to achieve the designed form of in (28), the fol-

lowing commutation scheme is used

(32)

(33)

From (33)

(34)

The commutation scheme (33) exhibits a singularity when all
the currents are zero, i.e., when . Since the
torque vanishes when all the currents are zero, this singularity
is not encountered during normal operation of the motor. How-
ever, the commutation scheme must be slightly altered during
the initial transient when the motor is powered on. This is done
by using the standard technique of incorporating a small posi-
tive constant into the denominator to yield the commutation
law

(35)

The overall controller is given by (17), (19), (22), (28), (32),
and (35). The controller design freedoms are , , , , and

. Noting the structure of the controller, the control law can be
slightly generalized to provide additional damping in the elec-
trical dynamics and to provide more design freedom in shaping
the force dynamics. The generalized control law is given by

(36)

(37)

(38)

where , , , , , and are controller gains free
to be picked by the designer.

In the practical implementation of the controller, certain
voltage and current constraints must be addressed. Typical
voltage constraints include either a limited range or even
a finite number of achievable voltages. For instance, the
switching circuits typically used to drive SRMs provide only

, where is a positive voltage. To handle such a
voltage constraint, the control law (38) must be saturated, and
a pulsewidth-modulation (PWM) scheme must be utilized. The
choice of the PWM waveform period must take into account
the switching frequency of the SRM driving circuit. This also
entails a tradeoff among the PWM waveform period, the band-
width of the closed loop, and the number of bits of resolution
that the PWM scheme achieves.

Practically, the currents are also constrained to lie in a limited
range depending on the amplifiers used to drive the motor. To
handle this constraint, the voltages are redesigned to include a
current-regulation regime. When any of the currents exceeds
a certain limit , the corresponding voltage is switched
from (38) to

(39)

A similar scheme is used around if the current is con-
strained to remain positive (as is usually the case due to the use
of unipolar amplifiers).

Note that the controller design does not require the knowl-
edge of the mechanical parameters and of the motor. In ad-
dition, the functional form of and are
not required to be known. Magnitude bounds on , and

are sufficient for picking the controller gains. While the con-
troller utilizes nominal knowledge of the electrical parameters
of the motor, the design does provide considerable robustness
to uncertainty in the electrical parameters also as demonstrated
through simulations in Section V.

C. Torque-Ripple-Minimizing Voltage-Level Control Law

An alternative would be to commutate the desired torque
into the currents using (2) and (8). To get the desired

clamping-force response, the SRM in the electromechanical
brake system needs to be operated in all four quadrants of
the torque–speed plane. At the same time, the ripple in the
torque generated by the SRM must be minimized to reduce
acoustic noise and mechanical vibration. The rotating direction
(or the sign of the speed ) of the SRM is determined by the
exciting sequence. The working mode of the SRM (motoring
or generating or the sign of the torque ) is determined by the
conduction angle. The SRM is operating in motoring mode
when the phases are conducting in inductance-ascending region
and in generating mode when the phases are conducting in
inductance-descending region.

With the phase current held fixed, the torque profile (of an
8/6 SRM) is shown in Fig. 4. It is clear that high torque is not
available near aligned or unaligned positions even when a high
phase current is applied. To generate a ripple-free output torque,
there must be overlapping among phases. During phase overlap-
ping, the torque generated in one phase is decreasing and that in
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Fig. 4. Phase torque profile under fixed current.

TABLE I
TURN-ON/TURN-OFF ANGLES FOR PHASE A

Fig. 5. Torque factors for forward-motoring operation.

the other phase is increasing. The sum of the torques generated
by these phases must equal the desired torque. To determine the
desired torque to be produced by each phase, torque factors are
introduced here, which are defined as

(40)

where is the torque factor for phase at rotor position
and is the desired torque. The desired torque

Fig. 6. Voltage and current waveforms in hysteresis current control.

was designed as shown in (22) via robust backstepping in
Section III-A and can be slightly generalized analogous to (36)
to be of the form

(41)

In this paper, the torque factors defined in (42), shown at the
bottom of this page, are adopted. The turn-on/turn-off angles
( and ) for phase A in different operating quadrants
are chosen as shown in Table I. The turn-on/turn-off angles for
the other phases can be obtained by phase shifting by a multiple
of .

The torque factors for all four phases in forward-motoring op-
eration are shown in Fig. 5, where it is shown that the summation
of all the four torque factors (shown by the thick dotted line) is
one for any rotor position. Once the torque factors are chosen,
the torque needed to be generated in each phase at any speci-
fied rotor position can be determined by multiplying the torque
factor with the corresponding torque command. Then, the refer-
ence current for each phase can be computed, and phase voltages
can be decided accordingly through voltage chopping—hys-
teresis-current-control technique (as shown in Fig. 6) will be
applied to maintain the phase current within an acceptable range
around the reference current.

Based on the discussed torque-control technique, a Simulink
model is built to test the performance of the torque-ripple-min-
imizing algorithm. Here, we use a torque-ripple coefficient to
measure the ripple in the torque. It is defined as

(42)
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Fig. 7. Simulation results for four-quadrant torque control and torque-ripple
minimization.

Fig. 8. Experimental setup at The Ohio State University.

% (43)

where

(44)

is the time when a phase starts to conduct, and is the
time when the next phase starts to conduct. For an 8/6 SRM, we
have .

Simulation results for four-quadrant torque control and
torque-ripple minimization are shown in Fig. 7. The upper plot
in Fig. 7 shows the torque command (solid line) and actual
torque generated by the SRM (dashed line). The lower plot
shows the rotor speed. Operation in all four quadrants is shown
in Fig. 7, and it is shown that the torque ripple in all operating
regions is less than 4%, which is very satisfactory.

Remark 1: The two controllers proposed in this paper each
feature various controller parameters that can be tuned. The
robust-backstepping control law given by (36)–(38) contains
the following parameters which are free to be tuned: , ,

, , , and . From the design in Sections III-A and
III-B, it is apparent that the parameters , , and can
be interpreted as the gains in an inner loop PID controller, im-

Fig. 9. Block diagram of experimental testbed.

Fig. 10. Emulation of the brake caliper using IM load.

plying that the effects of changes in these parameters can be
understood in the usual PID context (in terms of overshoot, rise
time, steady-state error, etc.) and tuned using the standard PID
tuning procedures. and provide damping effects and
tend to slow down the response and reduce overshoots while

affects the response time of the electrical dynamics. The
robust-backstepping-based torque-level control law in conjunc-
tion with the torque-ripple-minimizing control law described in
Sections III-A and III-C allows the designer to pick the param-
eters , , , and and the torque factors . The
interpretation of the parameters , , , and is analo-
gous to that in the case of the robust-backstepping controller as
described earlier. As described in Section III-C, any choice of
the torque factors which meets the requirements that the torque
factors sum up to one for any rotor position and that when two
phases are overlapped, the required torque should be decreasing
in one phase and increasing in the other phase can be used. Ap-
propriately chosen torque factors such as those given by (42) and
Table I facilitate the current-level control and produce satisfac-
tory torque output with a low torque ripple and low mechanical
noise.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A DSP-based experimental testbed (see Fig. 8) for the electro-
mechanical brake system has been constructed in the Mecha-
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Fig. 11. Flux profile obtained from standstill-test results.

Fig. 12. Inductance profile obtained from standstill-test results.

tronics Laboratory of The Ohio State University. A block dia-
gram of the testbed is shown in Fig. 9. The testbed contains an
SRM and an induction motor (IM) which serves as the load for
the SRM. Since an actual brake caliper and a clamping-force
sensor were only available for preliminary testing and since the
experimental results obtained with the brake caliper cannot be
included in this paper due to confidentiality requirements owing
to the proprietary nature of the brake caliper, an IM is used to
simulate the caliper load, and a “virtual” force sensor is imple-
mented in a DSP to simulate the force sensor as shown in Fig. 10.
From experimental data, it is observed that the brake is charac-
terized as

(45)

(46)

(47)

where is the linear movement of the brake pad. The relation
(46) is obtained from the gear and rotary-to-linear mechanism
while (45) is the force characteristic of the caliper. The gain of
the force transducer is 2.5. It may be noted that similar polyno-
mial-based models of the clamping force have been considered
previously in the literature [34]–[36].

Fig. 13. Simulation results with the robust-backstepping controller. � , � �
� , � , � , �, �, and steady-state � � � .

The virtual force sensor takes the angular movement of the
rotor as input and computes the clamping force according to
(45) and (46) to emulate the brake-caliper characteristic. How-
ever, while the IM load does capture the salient dynamic char-
acteristics of a brake-caliper load, the exact load parameters and
the dynamic response of the resulting closed-loop system would
indeed be different as can be seen by comparing the tuned con-
troller parameters and the dynamic response obtained in exper-
imental tests described in Section VI with those in simulation
studies discussed in Section V. A precisely calibrated torque
sensor is shaft coupled in between the SRM and the induction
machine. Both motor drives are DSP based and contain a power
converter, a position encoder, and voltage and current sensors.
The DSP system used for the SRM drive is a dSPACE DS1103
controller board system which contains two CPUs, a Motorola
Power PC 604e and a TI TMS320F240 DSP. The DS1103 pro-
vides interfaces in MATLAB/Simulink to access the hardware
and software systems of the controller board. The DSP system
used for the IM drive is a dSPACE DS1102 control system.
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Fig. 14. Simulation results with the robust-backstepping controller: Currents
and voltages.

The parameters of the SRM which comprises the actuator
component in the experimental testbed shown in Fig. 8 were
estimated to be kg m , kg m ,

, , , and mH. Using
the standstill test, flux as a function of current and position
(see Fig. 11) and the inductance as a function of current and
position (see Fig. 12) were obtained. The first five powers of
the currents are included in the inductance coefficients, i.e.,

. The inductance coefficients ,
were obtained using the standstill-test results and max-
imum-likelihood estimation to be H,

H/A, H/A ,
H/A ,

H/A , H/A ,
H, H/A,

H/A ,
H/A , H/A , and

H/A .

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the performance of the proposed voltage-level
clamping-force-control schemes is verified through simulation
studies with the SRM parameters given in Section IV. The force
reference trajectory is defined as follows: The force reference
is 2500 N from initialization time till the time that the actual
clamping force first reaches 2000 N, after which time, the force
reference drops to and remains at 1600 N. The voltages are con-
strained to take on one of two values V. The currents are
constrained to be maintained in the range of [0, 65] A. The value

at which the control law switches to the current regulation
controller (39) is picked to be 60 A.

Fig. 15. Simulation results with the robust-backstepping controller (robustness
analysis). � , � � � , � , � , �, �, and steady-state � � � .

Simulation results with the robust-backstepping-based
voltage-level controller described in Sections III-A and III-B
are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. The parameters of the controller
were chosen to be , , , ,

, and . The force, force tracking error, gener-
ated electromechanical torque, load torque, position, velocity,
and a time segment of the steady-state force tracking error
are shown in Fig. 13. The currents and voltages are shown in
Fig. 14. It is shown that the current and voltage constraints are
maintained. Both the transient and the steady-state performance
are good with the average steady-state error being around 5.6
N.

To demonstrate the robustness of the controller, we consider
the case in which only the constant term in the inductance ex-
pressions is available for use in the controller. The plant simu-
lation model incorporates five powers of currents as discussed
in Section IV. Retaining only the constant term in the induc-
tance expression corresponds to maximum (attained when cur-
rent A) errors of 66.3% and 25% in and ,
respectively. Furthermore, the load is changed to include a cas-
caded first-order linear block with gain 1.1 and time constant of
2 ms. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 15. It is shown
that the performance is retained (with the average steady-state
error slightly increased to 5.8 N) in spite of the mismatch of
inductances and unmodeled dynamic effects in the load. For
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Fig. 16. Simulation results with the torque-ripple-minimizing controller. � ,
� � � , � , � , �, �, and steady-state � � � .

brevity, the current and voltage plots are not shown but are sim-
ilar to the previous case.

Simulation results with the torque-ripple-minimizing algo-
rithm (described in Section III-C) alternative to the backstep-
ping step from torque to voltages are shown in Figs. 16 and
17. The simulations include the cascaded first-order linear block
with gain 1.1 and time constant 2 ms in the load described ear-
lier. The controller parameters were chosen to be ,

, , and . The torque
factors are chosen as given by (42) and Table I. It is shown that
the performance is comparable to that of the robust-backstep-
ping controller (see Fig. 15).

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As described in Section IV, a DSP-based experimental
testbed (see Fig. 8) for the electromechanical brake system
has been constructed in the Mechatronics Laboratory of The
Ohio State University. The four-quadrant torque control and
torque-ripple-minimizing algorithm (see Section III-C) has
been implemented in the DSP to convert the torque com-
mand obtained from the robust-backstepping controller in
Section III-A to phase-voltage commands. A block diagram of
the controller is shown in Fig. 18. The force reference trajectory
is defined as in the simulation studies, i.e., the force reference is
initially 2500 N; when the actual clamping force reaches 2000

Fig. 17. Simulation results with the torque-ripple-minimizing controller: Cur-
rents and voltages.

Fig. 18. Block diagram of clamping-force controller.

N, the force reference command drops to and remains at 1600
N.

The controller parameters are chosen as ,
, , and . The torque factors

are chosen as given by (42) and Table I. The experimental re-
sults are shown in Figs. 19–21. In Fig. 19, the clamping-force re-
sponse is shown along with force tracking error. The four-quad-
rant torque–speed curve is shown in Fig. 20, and it is shown that
the torque ripple is small. The phase voltages and currents are
shown in Fig. 21. The steady-state force response is 1659.6 N,
i.e., the steady-state force tracking error is 59.6 N (which corre-
sponds to 3.7% of the force reference). The steady-state tracking
error can be reduced at the expense of a higher transient over-
shoot by increasing the parameters and .

VII. CONCLUSION

We proposed robust nonlinear force controllers for an
SRM-based electromechanical brake system. A detailed model
of the motor including current dependence of the inductance
coefficients was used. The load was taken to be an unknown
nonlinear function of position. A torque-level control law was
designed via a robust-backstepping procedure. Two schemes to
obtain voltage-level control laws from the torque-level control
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Fig. 19. Experimental results: Clamping-force response.

Fig. 20. Experimental results: Four-quadrant torque–speed curve.

law were proposed, one based on an additional step of robust
backstepping and another based on torque ripple minimization.
The proposed controllers provide four-quadrant operation (i.e.,
support forward- and backward-motoring and braking regimes
of operation). The controllers do not require knowledge of the
motor mechanical parameters and the functional forms of the
relationships among motor position, brake force, and motor
load torque. Moreover, the controllers provide significant
robustness to uncertainty in the inductances. The proposed
controller design can also be extended to brake systems using
other types of motors. Implementation issues including current

Fig. 21. Experimental results: Phase voltage and current waveforms.

and voltage constraints were also addressed. The performance
and robustness of the proposed controllers were demonstrated
through simulation and experimental studies.
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